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Report on the Dagstuhl-Seminar 

..Automata Theory: Infinite Computations" 

(6.1.- 10.1.1992) 

Org.nizers: K. Compton (Ann Arbor), J_E. Pin (Paris). W. Thom.s (Kiel) 

The subjecl of the seminar, "infinite computations in automata lheory". has developed 
into a very active field with a wide range of applications, including specification of 
finite state programs, efficiem algorithms for program verification, decidability of 
logical lheories, automata theoretic approaches to analysis and topology. and fracLal 
geometry. 

The response 10 the invitations was very pOSltlve. 37 scientists from 12 countries 
participated. which is about the maximum to be housed at Schloss Dagstuhl. The 
seminar staned or refreshed contacts especially between Eastent and Western research 
groups; it was successful in joining the efforts to solve some of the fundamental 
problems in Ihe theory, and helped to support promising new developments. 

The program of talks IS presented here in five sections: 

Automata and infinite sequences 
Automata on infinite traces 
Tree languages, tree automata. and infinite games 
Logical aspects 
Combinatorial aspects 

In the fust section, contributions on finite automata accepting or generating infinite 
sequences are collected. This includes new results on classical problems, like the 
complementation problem for (O-automata (N. Klarlund), the introduction of 
appropriate syntactic congruences (B. Le Saee), and the extension of semigroups by 
infinite products (R.R. Redziejowski). The subject of multiplicities (measures for the 
range of different computations on given inputs) was addressed in the Lalks of D. 
Perrin as welt as J. Karhumäki (who applied it to introduce a new way of computing 
real functions by finite automata). Other eontributions were concerned with the dass 
of locaILy testable w-Ianguages (Th. Wilke), with relations defined by two tape (0

automata (Ch. Frougny), and with a unified framework for specifying and verifying 
programs using recursive automata on ro-sequenees (L. Staiger). 

An inleresting application of infinite computations in automata theory is the analysis 
of concurrent (and usually nonterminating) programs. A weil developed theory for 
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modelLing concurrency is that of "Mazurkiewicz traces". in which certain partial orders 
(instead of words) are used as representalions of camputations. The recent 
development of a theory combining both features ("automata on infinite traces") was 
presented in 'hree eontributions (by A. Petit, P. Gastin, and V. Dieicert). 

A central subject of the seminar was the famous resu]t of M.O. Rabin on 
complementation far finite automata on infinite trees. The special role of Rabin's 
theorem rests on several facts. First, it makes possible an automata theorelic treatment 
of logical systems (including proofs of decidability), in particular for monadic second
order theories and logics of programs. Secondly, its proof is tightly connected with the 
existence of winning strategies in "infinite games". a lopit which recently attracls 
much attention in the study of nontenninating reactive systems. A mird aspect is the 
intriguing difficully of the proof of Rabin 's theorem, which has motivated several 
approaches for simplification. New results in this subject were presented in four 
lectures dunng the seminar: by E.A. Emerson, A.W. Mostowski, P.E. Schupp, and S. 
Zeitman. In an additional evening session Paul Schupp gave a detailed exposition of 
his proof of Rabin's'theorem. Two further contributions treated alternative and refined 
versions of Rabin tree automaton definability, namely definability of tree properties in 
fixed point calculi (D. Niwinski) and by restricted acceprance conditions for tree 
automata (1. Skurczynski). 

Since about thirty years, an important application of finite automata has been their use 
in the study of monadic second-order theories. These and related Jogical aspects were 
treated in ta1lcs eollected in the fourth section below. A.L. Semenov and An. A. 
Muchnik gave a survey of Russian work on this subject, conceming extensions of 
Büchi's successor arithmetic and a strengthening of Rabin's decidability result for the 
monadic theory of the infinite binary tree. B. Courcelle and G. senizergues showed 
results on monadic second-order logic over graphs (in particular, on definable graph 

.	 transfonnations, and on graphs detennined by automatie groups). Logical definability 
in connection with limit laws in model theory and with problems of circuit complexity 
were presented by K. Compton and H. Straubing. 

The final section summarizes lectures which are devoted to more combinatorial 
questions (in this case not necessarily applied to infinite objects). The subjects here 
were decidability and complexity results on tiiing pictures with given dominoes (D. 
Beauquier), the invertibility of automaton dennable funetions (C. Choffrut), and new 
schemes for language generation motivated by mechanisms of DNA splicing (T. 
Head). 

The ta1ks were supplemented by lively discussions, joint work in small groups, and 
three long night sessions: On Tuesday evening, A. Muchnik presented his extension 
of the Shelah-Stupp Theorem (showlng that the tree unravelling of a structure has a 
decidable monadie theory if the given strueture has). On Wednesday, H. Straubing 
explained his reduction of general first-order definitions of regular word sets to first
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order definitions with modulo counting predicates only. P. Schupp presented on 
Thursday night his proof on simulation of allemating automata by nondeterministic 
tree automata, thus giving a simplified proof of Rabin's theorem. 

Summing up, the meeting made possible a very productive exchange of ideas and 
results; it will stimulate the research of those who partidpated and already has led to 
the solution of open problems. The friendly abnosphere in the house, the most 
effident work of the secretary tearn and last not least the perfect kitehen were 
appreciated very mueh. In the name of the participants, the organizers would like to 
thanlc the staff for their efforts in malcing the stay at Schloss Dagstuhl so pleasant and 
fruitful. 

K. Compton 
J.E. Pin 
W. Thomas 
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Abstracts 0' Talks 

page 
L Automata and Infinite Sequences 6 

eh. Frougny (Paris): Rational m-Relations. Application to me Representation 
of Real Numbers 

J. Karhumäki (Turko): Finite Aulomata Computing Real Function, 
N. Klarlund (Aarhus): Progress Measures for Complementation of ro-Automata 
B. Le Saec (Boldeaux): A Syntaetic Approach 10 Deterministic (O-Automata 

D. Pernn (Paris): ro-Automata with Multiplicities 
R.R. Redziejowsld (Lidingö): Adding Inlinite PraduCI 10 a Semigroup 
L. Staiger (Siegen): Recursive Automata on Infinite Words and the Verification 

of Concurrent Prograrns 
Tb. Wilke (Kiel): Locally Threshold Te'table (l)-Ianguages and F<f'Gö-Sets 

11. Automata on Infinite Traces	 10 

A. Petit (Paris): Automata for Infinite Traces 
P. Gastin (Pari,): Bücrn Asynchronous Cellular Automata 
V. Diekert (Stuttgan): Same Open Problems on Deterministic Trace Automata 

UJ. Tree Languages, Tree Automata, and Infinite Games	 12 

E.A. Emerson (Austin): Complexity of Logics of Programs and Automata 
on Infinite Objects 

A.W. Mostowski (Gdansk): Games wilh Forbidden Positions 

D. Niwinski (Warsaw): Problems in p-Caiculus 
P.E. Schupp (Urbana): Simulating Alternating Automata by Nondetenninistic 

Automata 
J. Skurczynski (Gdansk): Automata on Infinite Trees wirh Weak Acceptance 

Conditions 
S. Zeiunan (Detroi!): Unforgettable Forgetful Delerminacy 

IV. Logical Asp.cts	 15 

K. Compton (Ann	 ArOOr and Roquencourt): A Monadie Second-Order Limit Law 
for Unary Function 

.........,.:.;--- 
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B. Courcelle (Bordeaux): Monadie Second-Order Delinability Properties 

of Inlinite Graph, 

G. S6nizergues (Bordeaux): Delinability in Weak Second-Order Logie 
of Some Inlinite Graph, 

A.L. Semenoy and An.	 A. Muchni!< (Moscow): Automata on Inlinite ObjeclS. 
Monadic Theories, and Complexity 

H.	 Sttaubing (Boston): Circuit Complexity, Finite Automata and Genera1ized 
First-Order Logic 

V. Combinatorial Aspects 

D. Beauquier (Paris): Games with Dominoes 

C. Choffrut (Paris): Some Questions on Sequential Bijections Between 
Free Monoids 

T. Head (Bingharnton): Splicing Schernes and DNA 
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Definability in Weak Monadic Second·Order Logic or Some Infinite Grapb. 

G. Stnizergues (Bordeaux) 

We provc the following result. which is a partiaJ solution to a conjecture of B. 
Coureelle [staled in ICALP 89]: 

Let G be an equational I-grapb sueb thai 

(I) G has a spanning lree of finite degree 
(2) for every pair of vertices (v,v') there are only fmite1y many OOges 

then G is definable in weak: monadie second-order logic. 

The main ideas of the praaf are: 

a notion of automatie graph (whieh is a natural extension of that of 

automatie group, defined by [Cannon-Epstein-Holt-Paterson-Thurston, 

Research report of WaIWick's university]) 

• 

• sucb graphs are definable by fIrsl-order "eolorOO" formula 

eacb graph G fulfillin8 (I), (2) is the resull of a "half-turn-relabelling" 

of some automatie graph. 

Automata on Infinite Objects, Monadic Theories, and Complexity 

A. Muchnik, A.L. Semenov (Moscow) 

A survey of results obtainOO by the Mathematieal Logic and Computer Seience Group 

al the Institute of New Technologies (Moscowand SI. Petersburg) is presenled. The 

results belong to Konstantin Gorbunov, Andrei Muchnik. Alexei Semenow, Anatol' 
Slisenko, Sergey Soprunov. Some of the results were proved in parallel with Western 

research. 

Major topics are the following. Conditions of decjdability for the monadic theory of 

a sUUeture <w; :!i. P>. where P is an unary predieate (or a tuple of unary predicales). 

Almost periodie ~words P and the corresponding monadic theories. Double infinite 

words. The Muchnik proof for Rabin Theorem. A generalization of Shelab-Stupp 

Theorem by adding the unary predicate of equalily of!Wo last symbols in a sequenee. 

The unifonnization problem in different monadic theories. The complexity of 

complementation and detenninization operations. Arbittary graphs. their combinatorial 
properties. ßew bounds, connections with complexity for finite graphs and decidability 

for infmite. An example of predicate on tree for which the weak monadie theory is 

decidable and the monadie theory is undecidable. Non-existence of a maximal 
decidable weak monadie theory. 

Same of the results were discussed in Semenov's paper at MFCS'S4 (Springer Lecture 
Notes in Computer Stießee) and same were proved in Sernenov's. Math. USSR 
lzvestija, 1984. 

Circuit CamplexilY, Finite Automata and Generalized First-Order Logic 

H. Slraubing (Boston) 

Let FO«] denOle the dass of languages in A· defined by first-order sentenees in 
whieh all the atomie fonnulas are of the fonn x<y and Q.x (meaning that the symbol 
in position x is a). h is well-known that FO[<] is exaetly the cJass of star-free, or 

apenudic, regular languages. (McNaughlon) 

We can generalize this in two ways: introduee new modular guantifiers: ~ x <p(x) 

means the number of positions sueh that <p(x) is eongruent to r modulo q. 
Allematively, introduce new numerical predicates: these are atomie fonnulas, sueh as 

x<y, that do not depend on which input symbol appears in the given positions. 
Extending the above notation, letter ?ldenotes the dass of alt numerical predicates: 

Conjecture 

(FO+(~: O$s<q})[?() r. Regular languages = 
(FO+{~: O$s<q})[<,(x" <>(mod r): r>011 

This conjecture is closely connected to problems eonceming the complexity of 

constant-depth eircuits. lt is known to be uue when q = 1 or q is a prime power. lt is 

equivalent to the conjecture that the eircuit complexity dass ACC is strietly eontained 

in NC1. The eonjecture has been proved in a special ease: Let !M denote the class of 

.l!!!!!Y numerical predicates. Then 

Theorem 

(FO+{~: O$s<q})[<.9./] r. Regular languages = 

(FO+(~: O$s<q})[<,{x" <>(mud r): r>Ol). 
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